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Information Services
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District Technology

Dr. Toelle's report:

Where we are now: DIS is moving HR and Payroll over to the new system. SASI
has been discontinued. We will be using Infinite Campus in the fall. Novell will
be replaced by Microsoft.

Refresh: This year, we're moving to Windows 7. We are trying to get off of
Novell as soon as possible because it is out-of-date. 1st migration step: move
email, which has happened all over the district now. Next step: Everybody will
need to back up documents on a flash drive or to the new Microsoft V-drive
because all computers will be reimaged—they will be like new computers.
Soon we'll be able to log in from home to the district network. If there is a
question about some programs working with Windows 7—like some programs
in computer labs—these computers will not be reimaged until a plan to address
the question has been determined. Be aware that some printers will not work
in Windows 7.

Question about disposal of computers: Ideal ratio of students to computers is
3:1 for elementary and slightly less for middle and high schools.

Printing: Statistics show that the same amount of copies has been made (35
million), which happens to be the amount of paper that the district buys. Next
year, they have budgeted 40 million copies. Teachers will be encouraged to
leave their laptops at the school this summer. If that is not possible on an
individual basis, another sweep will be made back to the schools during the first
month of school. Novell will continue to operate on these few teacher
machines when they return to school. No documents will be on the reimaged
computers when the teachers return.

Dr. Toelle answered many questions, with the help of Jana Reese:
A tentative schedule will be sent to principals to let them know when the
reimaging will take place at their schools. Computers will need to be checked
out when they take them home. Users will need to log in before they leave the
school; otherwise they will not be able to use "work station" only. School
Nutrition computers should not be reimaged.

Dr. Toelle commented on the different requirements for the use of 2003 versus


